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What Is in This Section This section introduces the Operator Control Services (OCS) environment and
describes its event monitoring and command entry facilities.  It describes:

Entering and exiting OCS

The standard OCS window

The OCS message display area

The OCS recall buffer

Using and defining OCS function keys

Your OCS operator profile

Issuing and customizing NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services (MS)
commands

Monitoring events

Working with two windows

See Section 1, “Getting Started With NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for information on
getting help for commands and messages from OCS.

What Is OCS? Operator Control Services (OCS) is the NonStop NET/MASTER MS central control
environment for system and network operators.  From OCS, you can:

Issue NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands without waiting for each response
before entering the next command.

View event messages about network activity.

Access other NonStop NET/MASTER MS facilities such as the Activity Log
Browse facility, the Command Entry facility, and Edit Services.

Entering and Exiting
OCS

To enter OCS, select option 2 from the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Primary Menu
screen.

Note Your user ID may be configured so that you enter OCS automatically when you log on to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

To exit from OCS, do one of the following:

Enter an X command in the command input line and press the ENTER key

Press either the F3 (PF03) or F4 (PF04) function key
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The Standard OCS
Window

Figure 4-1 illustrates the standard OCS window.  The OCS window includes a title
line, a message display area, an information line, a command input line, and a mode
indicator.

Figure 4-1.  The Standard OCS Window
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The OCS Message
Display Area

Messages (both responses to commands and messages reporting the occurrence of
events throughout the network) are displayed in the OCS message display area.

Command results and events are displayed asynchronously.  You do not have to wait
for each response before entering another command.  Messages are written line by line
from the top to the bottom of the message display area.  When the display area is full,
new output messages wrap to the top of the screen again, overwriting the oldest
displayed messages.  You can, however, recall the most recent 100 messages through
the OCS recall buffer.
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There are two major classifications of messages displayed in the message display area:

Roll-delete messages convey information that is not of immediate critical
importance to your installation.

Non-roll-delete (NRD) messages convey information that is of critical importance
to your installation.

By default, when non-roll-delete messages are not present, the roll-delete message
area occupies the entire window space between the title line and information line.

As non-roll-delete messages appear, the non-roll-delete message area expands
downward from the top of the window, compressing the available space for roll-delete
messages until only the minimum roll-delete message area remains.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS requires that there always be at least one line of roll-
delete message space available.

Note You can change the minimum size of the roll-delete message area by using the PROFILE RDMIN
command.

Both roll-delete and non-roll-delete messages are also recorded in the activity log.  You
can view them at any time by entering the Activity Log Browse facility.  You can
access the Activity Log Browse facility by pressing the F7 (PF07) function key.  See
Section 6, “Examining the Activity Log,” for more information on the Activity Log
Browse facility.

Roll-Delete Messages Most messages displayed in your OCS window are classified as roll-delete messages.
Typically, such messages are not of critical importance to your installation.  These
messages might be the response to a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command, a report
that a user has logged on, or a report that a terminal has been opened.

Roll-delete messages are written line by line from the top to the bottom of the roll-
delete message display area.

By default, when the roll-delete message display area is full, the flow of incoming
messages pauses for a specified number of seconds (roll-time delay interval) and then
wraps to the top of the window again, overwriting the oldest displayed messages.  If,
however, NonStop NET/MASTER MS determines that later messages will wrap past
the line on which the first message in the group is displayed, the message display
freezes and the holding-mode message

AUTO HOLD

appears in the information line.  Press the ENTER key to continue the message display.
(This assumes the default AUTOHOLD setting of AUTO; see Table 4-1 for more
information.)

The roll-delete delimiter line (by default a line of “-” characters) separates the most
recent messages from the earlier messages.
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Note You can change the roll-time delay interval by using the PROFILE ROLL command, and the roll-delete
delimiter character by using the PROFILE DELCHAR command.

Temporarily Suspending Roll-Delete Message Delivery

If so many roll-delete messages are being written to your window that you cannot
read them, you can temporarily suspend the flow by pressing the ENTER key.  The
holding-mode message

HOLDING

appears in the information line.

If additional messages arrive while the window is frozen, the terminal alarm rings and
the HOLDING holding-mode message changes to

MSG QUEUED

Press the ENTER key to restart the flow of messages.

Controlling the Roll-Delete Message Display Flow

The AUTOHOLD command allows you to control what happens after the roll-delete
message display area is filled and there are more messages in a group of messages to
display.

Think of AUTOHOLD as consisting of two toggles:  the ON/OFF toggle and the
AUTO/NOAUTO toggle.  Table 4-1 describes how the AUTOHOLD settings affect
message displays.
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Table 4-1.  AUTOHOLD Settings

AUTOHOLD ON AUTOHOLD OFF

AUTO Window freezes whenever it is full,
regardless of how many messages are
waiting to be displayed.

The window freezes only if there are
enough messages in a group queued to
cause later messages in the group to wrap
past the line on which the first message in
the group is displayed.

If the number of messages queued for
display does not cause the first message
in the group to be overwritten, the
message display pauses for the roll-time
delay interval and then automatically
wraps to the top of the window.
AUTOHOLD OFF/AUTO is the default
setting when you enter OCS.

NOAUTO Same behavior as above.  When
AUTOHOLD ON is in effect, the
AUTO/NOAUTO toggle has no effect.

The window never freezes, regardless of
the number of messages being sent to it.
Messages roll by continuously, paused
only by the roll-time delay interval.

Whenever a window freezes, the AUTO HOLD holding-mode message is displayed.
Whenever extra messages arrive at a frozen window, the MSG QUEUED message is
displayed.  From any frozen window, press the ENTER key to cause message output
to continue:  messages wrap to the top of the window, overwriting earlier messages
until the message display area fills again.

To toggle between AUTOHOLD ON and AUTOHOLD OFF, issue the AUTOHOLD
command with no operands; by default, the F6 (PF06) function key is defined to issue
the AUTOHOLD command.  Toggling between AUTOHOLD ON and AUTOHOLD
OFF does not affect the AUTOHOLD AUTO/NOAUTO setting.

If you enter the AUTOHOLD command with no operands while the screen is frozen,
AUTOHOLD OFF is assumed.  All queued messages are displayed with the flow of
messages, pausing only for the roll-time delay interval each time the window is filled.
After all queued messages are displayed, the window behaves according to the current
AUTO/NOAUTO setting.

The AUTOHOLD command is described in detail in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual.
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The Message Hold Queue

While the roll-delete message display is frozen (either in the AUTO HOLD or
HOLDING holding-mode), pending roll-delete messages are stored in a message hold
queue, and the AUTO HOLD or HOLDING holding-mode message is replaced with:

MSG QUEUED

The default number of messages that can be held in this queue is 200.  When the limit
is reached, the earliest messages are discarded and the newest messages are added to
the end of the queue.

Each OCS window has a message hold queue associated with it.  There is no central
queue for roll-delete messages.

As the queue fills up, the MSG QUEUED holding-mode message is replaced with the
following messages which reflect how full the queue is:

%75 LIMIT

%100 LIMIT

MSGS LOST

Note You can change the size of the message hold queue by using the PROFILE HOLD command.

Reorganizing the Message Display Area

At any time, you can issue the ORDER command to reorganize the roll-delete and
non-roll-delete message displays to appear in chronological order.

The ORDER command releases any AUTO HOLD or HOLDING holding-mode
condition.

The F12 (PF12) function key is defined to execute this command.

Clearing the Roll-Delete Message Area

Use the CLEAR or K (these two commands are synonymous) or PAGE command to
clear the roll-delete message area.

CLEAR | K Clears the roll-delete message area immediately.  The CLEAR (or K)
command is processed ahead of any other commands waiting for
processing.

By concatenating the CLEAR (or K) command with another command,
you can ensure that the full roll-delete message area is available to
display the results of a command.
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PAGE Clears the roll-delete message area.  Unlike the CLEAR (or K) command,
the PAGE command is not moved to the front of the command queue.

If you issue a PAGE command while AUTOHOLD is ON, the
AUTO HOLD holding-mode message is displayed before the screen is
erased.

Non-Roll-Delete (NRD)
Messages

Non-roll-delete (NRD) messages convey information that is of critical importance to
your installation.  These messages do not roll by and disappear from your OCS
window.  They remain displayed until you either delete or remove them from the
window, or the event that caused the message to be sent is resolved.

When a NRD message is delivered to an OCS window, it is initially displayed in the
roll-delete message area.  It may be colored or highlighted, but there is no special
indication that it is a NRD message.  When the roll-delete message area is full and a
NRD message is overwritten by another message, the NRD message currently
embedded in the roll-delete message area is redisplayed in the non-roll-delete message
area.

The non-roll-delete message area expands downward from the top of the window,
compressing the available space for roll-delete messages.

NRD messages are separated from the roll-delete message area by a non-roll-delete
delimiter line (by default a line of “=” characters).

Note You can change the non-roll-delete delimiter character by using the PROFILE NRDELCH command.

There are two types of NRD messages:

Full NRD messages

NRD messages with the OPER attribute

Full NRD Messages

A full NRD message is a non-roll-delete message that has a Delete Operator Message
Identifier (DOM ID) assigned to it when it is created.  A DOM ID has the following
format:

domain-id/nrd-id

where

domain-id is the domain ID of the system from which the NRD message
originated, and

nrd-id is a unique number assigned by NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The following is an example:

SYS1/72
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A full NRD message, which can be displayed on more than one OCS window
concurrently, can be simultaneously purged from all the OCS windows on which it is
displayed.

The Central NRD Message Queue.  All full NRD messages are held in a central NRD
message queue until they are deleted from both the queue and the OCS windows on
which they are displayed.  If the number of messages in the queue exceeds the limit of
the queue, the oldest outstanding message is deleted from the queue and copies of the
message are removed from all OCS windows in which the message is displayed.

OCS operators with monitor-class status receive a warning when the central NRD
message queue is 75% full and when NRD messages are lost from the queue.

Issue a SHOW NRD command to display the NRD messages currently stored in the
central queue.

Displaying the Messages Held in the Central NRD Message Queue.  When you enter OCS, you
must explicitly issue a NRDRET command to display all the NRD messages currently
in the central NRD message queue that are associated with your OCS window.  It
might be a good idea to include a NRDRET command as one of the commands to
execute automatically when you enter OCS (see “Your OCS Operator Profile,” later in
this section).

NRD Messages With the OPER Attribute

A NRD message with the OPER attribute is a non-roll-delete message that is local to
an OCS window.  It does not have a DOM ID assigned to it, and it is not stored in the
central NRD message queue.

When a NRD Message Is Displayed on an OCS Window

A NRD message is displayed on an OCS window:

If the NRD message is unsolicited, and the OCS window is profiled to receive the
unsolicited message.  That is:

For monitor-class messages, PROFILE UNSOL=YES and PROFILE
MONMSG=YES

For EMS messages, PROFILE UNSOL=YES and PROFILE EMS=YES

For all other unsolicited NRD messages, PROFILE UNSOL=YES

For messages with a certain message code, the value of PROFILE MSGCODE
entitles the OCS window to receive messages with that message code

The default values of these PROFILE command operands are determined by your
user ID definition record.  You can find out the default values by browsing to the
UMS : OCS Details panel in your user ID definition record.  See Section 2, “User ID
Management Services (UMS),” for details.

If the NRD message is sent directly to the OCS window by an NCL procedure.
That is, the NCL procedure uses the WRITE verb to create a NRD message and to
specify the terminal to which to send the message.
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Pending NRD Messages

Because NRD messages remain displayed until some action is taken, the non-roll-
delete message display area may become full if you do not remove the messages from
your window.  New NRD messages are added to the non-roll-delete message queue
until there is room in the non-roll-delete message area for them to be displayed.  At
any time when NRD messages are pending display, the following message is
displayed on the non-roll-delete message area delimiter line:

NRD PEND

Removing NRD Messages From Your OCS Window

To remove a NRD message from your window, move your cursor to the line
containing the message and press the ENTER key.  This is called NRD message cursor
deletion.

Note Removing a full NRD message by the cursor deletion method only removes it from display on your OCS
window; it does not delete it from the central NRD message queue.

Removing a NRD message with the OPER attribute by the cursor deletion method is
the same as deleting it.  For a full NRD message, however, this method simply
removes it from your OCS window; you must still use the PURGE command to delete
full NRD messages from the central NRD message queue.

Restoring Full NRD Messages to Your OCS Window

Issue a NRDRET command to redisplay all full NRD messages removed from your
OCS window by the cursor deletion method.

The oldest removed full NRD messages are redisplayed in the NRD message area
until the area has expanded to its maximum size.

The NRDRET command redisplays all full NRD messages you are entitled to view,
including those still outstanding that occurred before you entered OCS.

Deleting NRD Messages From Your OCS Window and the Central Queue

There are four ways a NRD message can be deleted, both from the central NRD
message queue and from all OCS windows on which it appears:

You issue a PURGE NRD command.  You can purge NRD messages:

From a specified domain.  The following example purges all NRD messages
from a specific domain (SYS1):

PURGE NRD=SYS1/*

Older than a specified number of minutes, hours, or days.  The following
example purges all NRD messages older than 1 hour:

PURGE NRD=1H
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Generated by a specified NCL process.  The following example purges all
NRD messages from the NCL process with the NCL ID of 5494:

PURGE NRD=5494N

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more
information about the PURGE NRD command.

The event that caused the message to be generated is resolved.

An NCL process issues a NRDDEL command, specifying the DOM ID of the NRD
message to be deleted.

An NCL process that has a NRD message associated with it terminates.

When a full NRD message is purged from the queue, the first character of the message
is replaced by a vertical bar (|) on all windows that display the message.  The message
becomes a roll-delete message and disappears when the next set of roll-delete
messages rolls past on each window.

NRD Messages From Remote Locations

NRD messages originating from remote locations are displayed and handled in the
same way as NRD messages generated locally.

If a link fails, breaking any remote connections, all NRD messages that originated from
the remote system are automatically deleted.

If you log off from a remote system (with the SIGNOFF command), any NRD
messages you have received from that remote system are deleted from your OCS
window.  Other users displaying the same NRD messages are not affected.

Remote operations are discussed more fully in Section 8,  “Communicating With
Remote Systems.”
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The Information Line The information line above the OCS command input line displays the following
information:

Holding-mode messages, as described earlier in this section and summarized in
Table 4-2

Table 4-2.  Holding-Mode Messages

Message Description

HOLDING You have pressed the ENTER key to temporarily suspend the flow of messages to
the roll-delete message area.

AUTO HOLD AUTOHOLD ON is in effect, and the screen is frozen until you press the ENTER
key to allow the message display to wrap to the top of the roll-delete message
area.

MSG QUEUED Additional messages have arrived while the screen is frozen.

%75 LIMIT The message hold queue is 75% full.

%100 LIMIT The maximum message hold queue limit is reached.

MSGS LOST The maximum message hold queue limit is exceeded.

FS-HOLD Your OCS screen is taken over by another screen as soon as you press the
ENTER key (or another function key).  This occurs only when AUTOHOLD AUTO
is set.  It allows you a grace period before the OCS messages disappear from the
window.

The OCS window identifier

If you have set an OCS identifier by using the OCSID command, this identifier is
displayed at the right of the information line (see “Working With Two OCS
Windows,” later in this section, for more information).

The Command Input Line The OCS command input line is where you enter NonStop NET/MASTER MS
commands.  The results of these commands are displayed in the roll-delete message
area of the OCS window from which the command was entered.

Issuing NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands from the OCS command input line is
discussed in more detail later in this section.
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The Mode Indicator The OCS command input line prompt indicates whether you are authorized to receive
monitor-class messages and also notifies you when NCL procedures are waiting for
some type of action, as defined in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3.  The Mode Indicator

Mode Indicator Description

M You are authorized to receive monitor-class messages (the Monitor Class field is
set to YES in your user ID definition record).  Monitor-class messages are
messages that have the monitor-class attribute set.  Examples are messages
reporting that a user has logged on or off the system.

If you are authorized to receive monitor-class messages, you may disable this
feature during your current OCS session by using the PROFILE MONMSG=NO
command (see “Your OCS Operator Profile,” later in this section).  This clears the
M mode indicator.

P An NCL process is currently paused, pending the entry of a GO or FLUSH
command.  Enter the SHOW PAUSE command to display information about
paused NCL processes.

A An NCL process invoked by an action function key is currently executing.  Refer to
Table 4-5 for an explanation of an action function key.  For example, if you place
the cursor to the left of a message in your OCS message display area and then
press F1 to get help on the message, the mode indicator A appears to the left of
the command input line, indicating that the help text is being retrieved or waiting to
be displayed.

Without mode indicators, the prompt looks like this:

=>

With all mode indicators present, the prompt looks like this:

APM=>
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The OCS Recall Buffer The OCS recall buffer contains the current messages in your OCS message display area
and the past 100 messages that have been displayed.  Using the recall buffer, you can
redisplay messages that have been overwritten.

The recall buffer holds only messages that have been displayed, not the ones that are
queued.  For example, when there are queued messages and you issue the CLEAR
ALL command, the displayed and queued messages are cleared but only the displayed
messages are placed in the recall buffer.

As the recall buffer fills up, the oldest roll-delete messages are deleted.  As time
progresses, the non-roll-delete messages tend to accumulate at the top of the buffer.  A
non-roll-delete message in the recall buffer becomes a candidate for deletion only if
you have deleted the message from your OCS window.  To accommodate the
non-roll-delete messages, the recall buffer may hold more than 100 messages if there
are no roll-delete messages to delete.

Entering and Exiting the
Recall Buffer

To access the recall buffer from a Tandem 6530 or compatible terminal, press one of
the following from OCS:

PAGEUP, which brings up the previous page of messages in the buffer.

SHIFT and PAGEUP, which brings up the page of the oldest messages, that is, the
top of the buffer.

SHIFT and PAGEDOWN, which brings up the page of messages currently on your
OCS window, that is, the end of the buffer.

To exit from the recall buffer, press F13 (RECALLEND).  If you are at the end of the list
of messages in the buffer, you can also press PAGEDOWN to exit.

To access the recall buffer from an IBM 3270 or compatible terminal, you must first
define the recall buffer function keys you want to use (see “The Recall Buffer Function
Keys,” later in this section, for more information).  After defining the function keys,
press one of the following from OCS:

PREV, which brings up the previous page of messages in the buffer.

SPREV, which brings up the page of the oldest messages, that is, the top of the
buffer.

SNEXT, which brings up the page of messages currently on your OCS window,
that is, the end of the buffer.

To exit from the recall buffer, press the RECALLEND function key.  If you are at the
end of the list of messages in the buffer, you can also press the NEXT function key to
exit.
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The Recall Buffer Screen The recall buffer screen is similar to the OCS window.  The command input prompt,
however, is replaced by one of the following:

CURR: if the screen contains messages that were in the OCS message display area
when you accessed the recall buffer

PAST: when the screen contains only messages that were overwritten in the OCS
message display area

You can still issue commands from the command input line.  However, if you are
expecting some messages in response, you will not be able to see those messages until
you exit from the recall buffer.  The MSG QUEUED holding-mode message appears in
the information line when the response messages are available.  Other commands will
act normally:  for example, =X will log you off from NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The following is an example of the recall buffer screen.

  (13:52) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   -- TOP OF BUFFER --
   START INITCMD
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM1005 START INITCMD PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000009
   NNM0363 NEW TITLE SET
   PROFILE
   NNM0381 USERID: OPER3    TERMINAL-ID: #5561885
   NNM0382 NCL PROCEDURE LIBRARY ID: $DATA.ZNCLPGN
   NNM0383 USERID HAS MONITOR STATUS.
   NNM0384 AUTOHOLD SETTING IS OFF AUTO.
 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
 PAST:
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The Recall Buffer Function
Keys

In the recall buffer, the function-key definitions are the same as in OCS.  The OCS
function keys that are specifically defined for the recall buffer are described in
Table 4-4.

Table 4-4.  Recall Buffer Function Key Definitions

6530 Function Key 3270 Function Key Description

F13 User-defined Exits from the OCS recall buffer.

ROLLUP User-defined Moves toward the top of the recall buffer by one line.
However, if you are at the end of the buffer and the
displayed messages do not fill the whole screen, moves
toward the top of the buffer by the number of lines
required to fill the screen.

ROLLDOWN User-defined Moves toward the end of the recall buffer by one line.
However, if you are at the top of the buffer and the
displayed messages do not fill the whole screen, moves
toward the bottom of the buffer by the number of lines
required to fill the screen.

PAGEUP User-defined Moves toward the top of the recall buffer by one page.

PAGEDOWN User-defined Moves toward the end of the recall buffer by one page.

SHIFT and
ROLLUP

User-defined Moves toward the top of the recall buffer by half a page.

SHIFT and
ROLLDOWN

User-defined Moves toward the end of the recall buffer by half a
page.

SHIFT and
PAGEUP

User-defined Moves to the top of the recall buffer.

SHIFT and
PAGEDOWN

User-defined Moves to the end of the recall buffer.
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Table 4-4 shows that all recall buffer function keys for IBM 3270 and compatible
terminals are user-defined.  You can use either the FK or PF command to define these
function keys.  For example, you can define the function keys by using the following
FK commands:

FK PF13 IMM,PREV
FK PF14 IMM,RECALLEND
FK PF15 IMM,ROLLUP
FK PF16 IMM,ROLLDOWN
FK PF19 IMM,PREV
FK PF20 IMM,NEXT
FK PF21 IMM,HALFUP
FK PF22 IMM,HALFDOWN
FK PF23 IMM,SPREV
FK PF24 IMM,SNEXT

Or by using the following PF commands:

PF13 IMM,PREV
PF14 IMM,RECALLEND
PF15 IMM,ROLLUP
PF16 IMM,ROLLDOWN
PF19 IMM,PREV
PF20 IMM,NEXT
PF21 IMM,HALFUP
PF22 IMM,HALFDOWN
PF23 IMM,SPREV
PF24 IMM,SNEXT

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for the complete
syntax of the FK and PF commands.
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Using the OCS
Function Keys

Function keys on your keyboard are assigned default definitions.  To perform a
function assigned to a function key, simply press the appropriate function key.

Displaying the Current
Function Key Definitions

To display the function key settings for your current OCS window, enter the FK
command at the OCS command input line.  Issuing an FK command from a 6530
keyboard might result in a display similar to that shown in the following example.

  (13:54) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   FK
   NNM1852 KEY       TYPE --ASSOCIATED TEXT--
   NNM1853 F1        PREF -START ZOCHHLPN+
   NNM1853 F1        ACT  ZOCHHLPN
   NNM1853 F2        IMM  SPLIT
   NNM1853 F3        IMM  X
   NNM1853 F4        IMM  RETURN
   NNM1853 F5        PREF -START ZCENFACN+
   NNM1853 F6        IMM  AUTOHOLD
   NNM1853 F7        IMM  -START ZLOGBRWN
   NNM1853 F8        IMM  CLEAR
   NNM1853 F9        IMM  SWAP
   NNM1853 F10       IMM  CS+
   NNM1853 F11       IMM  CS-
   NNM1853 F12       IMM  ORDER
   NNM1853 F13       IMM  RECALLEND
   NNM1853 F14       PREF -START ZUANPRGN+
   NNM1853 F14       ACT  ZUANPRGN
   NNM1853 F15       PREF -START ZOCHHLPN+
   NNM1853 F15       ACT  ZOCHHLPN
   NNM1853 F16       IMM  X
 AUTO HOLD  ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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In the preceding screen example, function keys F1 through F16 are defined to perform
the following functions:

Function Key Definition

F1 Displays help text for the command or event message, depending on where the
cursor is positioned.

F2 Executes the SPLIT command to open a new window.

F3 Executes the X command to return to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Primary
Menu screen.

F4 Executes the RETURN command to return to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Primary Menu screen.

F5 Enters the Command Entry facility.

F6 Executes the AUTOHOLD command to toggle between AUTOHOLD ON and
AUTOHOLD OFF.

F7 Enters the Activity Log Browse facility to view the activity log.

F8 Executes the CLEAR command to clear all roll-delete messages currently
displayed or queued for display.

F9 Executes the SWAP command to open a new window or, if two windows are
already open, to reverse their dimensions and enter the other window.

F10 Executes the CS+ command to redisplay the most recently executed command
from the command history buffer on the OCS command input line.  If you position
the cursor on a line in the roll-delete message display area, F10 copies the line to
the command input line.

F11 Executes the CS- command to redisplay the earliest command from the command
history buffer on the OCS command input line.  If you position the cursor on a line
in the roll-delete message display area, F11 copies the line to the command input
line.

F12 Executes the ORDER command to reformat the message area so that messages
are displayed chronologically.

F13 Exits from the OCS recall buffer.

F14 Used during an OPSYS session, with the cursor positioned to the left of a non-roll-
delete Guardian utility prompt message and an answer to the prompt in the OCS
command input line.  Pressing the key answers the prompt message and removes
the non-roll-delete attribute of the message.  (See Section 7, “Accessing External
Utilities and Applications,” for more information on responding to prompts
generated by utilities.)

F15 Same as F1, displays help text for the command or event message, depending on
where the cursor is positioned.

F16 Same as F3, executes the X command to return to the NonStop NET/MASTER
MS Primary Menu screen.

Customizing Function Keys You can save time and keystrokes by defining additional function keys or redefining
currently assigned function keys to issue frequently used commands by using the FK
or PF command.  The following discussion describes how to use the FK command for
both the Tandem 6530 or compatible terminal keyboards and the IBM 3270 or
compatible terminal keyboards.
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Note You can also use the PF command to define function key settings for both the Tandem 6530 or
compatible terminal keyboards and the IBM 3270 or compatible terminal keyboards.  Refer to the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for details on using the PF command.

If you have two OCS windows open, each one can have a unique set of function key
definitions.

Unless you include FK commands in the initial OCS procedure (see “Customizing
Your Initial Operator Profile,” later in this section), your customized function key
definitions only remain in effect for the current OCS session.  When you exit from
OCS, any function key assignments made during your OCS session are forgotten.

The five types of function key assignments are defined in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5.  Types of Function Key Assignments (Page 1 of 2)

Type Definition

ACT, ncl-proc Specifies an action function key assignment.

Pressing an action function key passes the message on which the cursor is
positioned to the specified NCL procedure for processing.  For example, the
following command causes the ZOCHHLPN NCL procedure to process the
contents of the message line on which the cursor is located when you press
the F1 function key on a 6530 keyboard:

FK F1 ACT,ZOCHHLPN

CONV, nnm-cmd Specifies a conversational function key assignment.

Pressing a conversational function key displays the specified NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command on the OCS command input line.  The
command string can be added to or modified before you press the ENTER
key to issue it.  For example, the following command causes SHOW to be
displayed on the OCS command input line when you press the PF24
function key on a 3270 keyboard:

FK PF24 CONV,SHOW

You can then type in USERS or OCS or whatever SHOW command you
wish to issue and press the ENTER key.

IMM [, nnm-cmd ] Specifies an immediate function key assignment.

Pressing an immediate function key displays the specified NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command on the OCS command input line and executes
it immediately.  For example, the following command causes the SHOW
LINKS command to be executed immediately when you press the F13
function key on a 6530 keyboard:

FK F13 IMM,SHOW LINKS

If no command is included in the IMM definition, the function key acts as an
ENTER key and issues whatever command is currently displayed on the
OCS command input line.
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Table 4-5.  Types of Function Key Assignments (Page 2 of 2)

Type Definition

PREF, text [+] Specifies a prefix function key assignment.

Pressing a prefix function key prefixes text to whatever text is currently
displayed on the OCS command input line and executes the concatenated
string immediately.  Including a plus sign (+) adds a blank to the end of
text before it is prefixed to the currently displayed text.  For example, the
following command causes “MSG ALL” followed by a space to be prefixed
to whatever text has been entered on the OCS command input line when
you press the PF14 function key on a 3270 keyboard:

FK PF14 PREF,MSG ALL+

So, if you have entered

SYSTEM DOWN AT 17:00

on the OCS command input line, pressing PF14 causes the command

MSG ALL SYSTEM DOWN AT 17:00

to be executed immediately.

SUFF, [+] text Specifies a suffix function key assignment.

Pressing a suffix function key appends text to whatever text is currently
displayed on the OCS command input line and executes the concatenated
string immediately.  Including a plus sign (+) adds a blank to the beginning
of text before it is appended to the currently displayed text.  For example,
the following command causes “FROM SYSOP1” preceded by a space to
be appended to whatever text has been entered on the OCS command
input line:

FK F12 SUFF,+FROM SYSOP1

So, if you have entered

MSG ALL SYSTEM DOWN AT 17:00

on the OCS command input line, pressing F12 causes the command

MSG ALL SYSTEM DOWN AT 17:00 FROM SYSOP1

to be executed immediately.

You can assign a series of commands to a single function key by using two semicolons
(;;) to separate the commands.  For example, to assign the F2 function key to first clear
all roll-delete messages from your current window and then display information about
users, enter:

FK F2 IMM,K;;SHOW USERS

If you did not include the second semicolon, NonStop NET/MASTER MS would treat
the above example as two separate commands.  The F2 function key would only be
assigned to clear roll-delete messages from your current window.  (The SHOW USERS
command would execute only once,  when you initially issue the FK command.)  Refer
to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for the complete syntax
of the FK command.
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Your OCS Operator
Profile

When you enter OCS, an OCS operator profile is created for you.  Your OCS operator
profile is a set of attributes, privileges, and options gathered from the following
sources:

The values in your user ID definition record

System-wide settings configured by your system manager

Default values assumed by NonStop NET/MASTER MS

Information you provide with the PROFILE command

Aspects of your OCS operator profile determine the following:

The size and appearance of the message display area

The type of messages displayed in the message display area

How you enter NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands and how the responses to
those commands are displayed on your terminal

You can view the settings in your OCS operator profile, and you can change some
attributes, such as the roll-time delay interval, by using the PROFILE command.  Other
attributes, such as your command authority level, can only be changed by your system
manager.

You can customize your OCS operator profile attributes for each OCS window, so that
if you have two OCS windows open on the same terminal, each can have a different
profile.

Displaying Your Operator
Profile

To display your OCS profile, enter the PROFILE command with no operands.  All the
PROFILE operands are discussed in detail in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command
Reference Manual.

Modifying Your Operator
Profile for the Current

Session

To modify your OCS operator profile, enter the PROFILE command with one or more
operands.  Except for the INITCMD operand, modifications made to your OCS
operator profile remain in effect only until you exit from OCS.

For example, if you have more than one Guardian user ID assigned to you in your user
ID definition record, you can switch from your currently assigned Guardian user ID to
another one by using the PROFILE GUID command:

PROFILE GUID=91,93

If you have more than one window open, each one has its own OCS profile associated
with it (see “Working With Two OCS Windows,” later in this section).

You cannot change the value of an operand so that it supersedes the value specified in
your user ID definition record or permits you to do something that your user ID
definition record prohibits.
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Customizing Your Initial
Operator Profile

The PROFILE INITCMD command specifies a command (or NCL procedure) to
automatically execute when you enter OCS.

The PROFILE INITCMD value remains in effect after you exit from OCS.  The
command string you assign to the PROFILE INITCMD operand replaces the value that
is currently stored in the Initial OCS Command field in your user ID definition record.
For details on using this command, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command
Reference Manual.

To automatically change your OCS operator profile settings whenever you enter OCS,
set PROFILE INITCMD to start an NCL procedure that resets your OCS operator
profile values.

See Section 10, “Automating Operations Tasks With NCL Procedures,” for an example
of an initial OCS procedure that sets up a customized operator profile for you.

Issuing NonStop
NET/MASTER MS

Commands From OCS

From OCS, you can issue NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands by one of the
following methods:

Manually entering commands on the OCS command input line

Pressing function keys that have been defined to execute commands

Retrieving commands from the history buffer for modification and reexecution

Executing NCL procedures that contain NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands

Entering Commands on the
Command Input Line

To enter a command, move your cursor to the OCS command input line, type the
command string, and press the ENTER key.

The command and its results are displayed in the roll-delete message area of the OCS
window from which you entered the command.

The length of the command string you can enter is determined by the length of the
OCS command input line.  If you have split your OCS window vertically, you may
only have enough room to enter short command strings.

Suppressing the Command Echo

The commands you enter are echoed in the roll-delete message area.  You can override
the display of a command by preceding the command string with a hyphen (-).  Only
the results are displayed in the message area.  This also suppresses the logging of the
command (but not its results) in the activity log.

Note In some instances, such as when you are interacting with an external utility or application (see Section 7,
“Accessing External Utilities and Applications”), you may have to respond to a prompt that requires you to
enter a password.  To ensure that your password is not echoed on your OCS window or in the activity log,
precede your response command string with a hyphen.
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Retaining Commands on the Command Input Line

The commands you enter on the OCS command input line remain on the input line
after you press the ENTER key.  You can override this feature and cause the command
input line to be cleared as soon as you press the ENTER key by issuing a
PROFILE CMDKEEP=NO command.

Defining Function Keys to
Issue Commands

As discussed in “Using the OCS Function Keys,” earlier in this section, you can save
time and keystrokes by defining function keys to issue frequently used commands for
you.  To execute a command string assigned to a function key, simply press the
appropriate function key.

Reexecuting Previously
Entered Commands

Each OCS window maintains a history buffer (sometimes referred to as the command
stack) of the most recent unique command strings entered from the command line,
including commands entered from function keys.  (If you enter the same command
string more than once consecutively, only the first occurrence of the string appears in
the history buffer.)

You can manage and use the history buffer through the following functions:

Change the number of entries kept in the history buffer by using the
PROFILE CMDSTACK=history-buffer-size command (the default size is 20; the
range of sizes is 0 through a value set by the CMDSTACK system parameter (the
maximum value is 99)).

Display the contents of the history buffer by using the HISTORY command.

Retrieve a command string from the history buffer for display on the OCS
command input line for modification and reexecution by using the FC command.

Retrieve a command string from the history buffer for display in the roll-delete
message area by using the ? command.

Immediately reexecute a command string from the history buffer without
modification by using the ! command.

Retrieve the most recently executed command string stored in the history buffer
for display on the OCS command line by using the CS+ command.  The F10 (PF10)
function key is defined to perform this function.

Retrieve the earliest command string currently stored in the history buffer for
display on the OCS command line by using the CS- command.  The F11 (PF11)
function key is defined to perform this function.

For complete syntax of any of the above commands, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

You can also reexecute previously entered commands by positioning your cursor on
an echoed command line in the OCS message area and pressing the F10 (PF10) or F11
(PF11) function key.  The contents of the line are copied to the command input line for
modification and reexecution.
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Executing Commands
From an NCL Procedure

You can execute most NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands from within NCL
procedures.  These commands include timer commands, informational commands,
and commands routed to remote systems.

Command authority-level checking applies to all commands executed from NCL
procedures invoked under your user ID.  In other words, if your NonStop
NET/MASTER MS user ID definition record allows you to perform a certain task, any
NCL procedure that executes under your control can also perform it.  An NCL
procedure that executes under your control cannot perform tasks that your user ID
definition record does not allow you to perform.

Section 10, “Automating Operations Tasks With NCL Procedures,” discusses how to
execute NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands within NCL procedures.

Creating Customized
Commands in OCS

In OCS, you can create customized commands by using the EQUATE command.
These customized commands are called local equates.  Local equates differ from global
equates (discussed in Section 3, “Issuing NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands”) in
that they are created by an individual user after NonStop NET/MASTER MS startup.
Local equates are command substitutions that are only in effect:

For your user ID

For the OCS window from which the EQUATE command was issued

For the duration of your current OCS session.  When you exit from OCS, local
equates are lost

Local Equates A local equate is a string, one through eight characters in length, assigned to a
NonStop NET/MASTER MS command string after NonStop NET/MASTER MS
startup.  For example, the following command sets the local equate, ABC, to execute
the SHOW USERS command:

EQUATE ABC SHOW USERS

When you display all available equates using the SHOW EQUATES command, a local
equate is displayed as type LOCL.

You can define a local equate in OCS to override a global equate with type GLBL, but
not type REPL.  The value of the global equate is restored when you exit from OCS.
See Section 3, “Issuing NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands,” for the difference
between type GLBL and type REPL global equates.

Deleting a Local Equate To delete a local equate, issue an EQUATE command and assign a null value to the
character string you wish to disable.  For example, the following command
disconnects the string ABC from the SHOW USERS command:

EQUATE ABC
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Monitoring Events A primary function of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS product is to process messages
that report the occurrences of events throughout the network.

Messages may be:

Solicited (responses to commands)

Unsolicited (generated by the occurrence of an event)

Examples of unsolicited messages you might receive are as follows:

Messages sent from other operators by using the MSG command, if your
PROFILE MSG=YES

Monitor-class messages (messages that have the monitor-class attribute set)
such as notification of other users logging on or off the system, if the Monitor
Status field in your user ID definition record is set to Y and your PROFILE
MONMSG=YES.  (Your OCS prompt will have an M as the first character)

Tandem EMS and IBM PPO messages, if the Receive EMS Messages field in
your user ID definition record is set to Y and your PROFILE EMS=YES

Both solicited and unsolicited messages may be further classified as:

Informational, such as the response to a command

Critical, such as a report that a terminal has failed.  Critical events or events
requiring immediate action are highlighted

Messages are displayed in the OCS message display area, the OCS recall buffer, and in
the activity log.

Note You can also request that messages be displayed in your Command Entry facility message display area
(see Section 5, “System Support Services”).

The OCS message display allows you to monitor significant events or problems as they
occur throughout the network.  The OCS recall buffer allows you to view the most
recent events (about 100 messages).  The activity log allows you to view events that
occurred earlier.  In addition,  the activity log contains messages which were delivered
to other users' terminals.

The types of messages displayed on your OCS screen depend on:

The following fields in your user ID definition record:

Receive EMS Messages

Monitor Status

Message Code

Message Procedure

Minimum Severity Class
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Unsolicited Message Receipt

The following PROFILE attributes for current OCS session:

PROFILE EMS=YES, NO, INFO, NORM, WARN, or SER

PROFILE MONMSG=YES or NO

PROFILE MSG=YES or NO

PROFILE MSGCODE=message-code

PROFILE MSGPROC=ncl-procedure

PROFILE UNSOL=YES or NO

The level of message filtering programmed into:

The EMSPROC system procedure (see “The Event Message Flow” next)

The MSGPROC procedure (if any) associated with your current OCS window
(see “The Event Message Flow” next)

The Event Message
Flow

Within the local system, NonStop NET/MASTER MS works with the Tandem Event
Management Service (EMS).

Objects in Tandem subsystems generate EMS event messages when events occur that
usually require external resolution.  These event messages are sent to an EMS collector
process for storage and distribution.  Several EMS collectors can be collecting events
from several sources concurrently.

Both Tandem EMS messages and IBM PPO messages routed to the local system are
passed to a NonStop NET/MASTER NCL procedure referred to as an EMSPROC
procedure.  Each NonStop NET/MASTER MS system may have an associated
EMSPROC procedure (configured with the SYSPARMS EMSPROC command) that
intercepts and processes unsolicited messages.  The EMSPROC procedure can be
programmed to:

Delete, change, or pass messages

Create new messages

Forward messages to other systems

Respond to specific types of messages and either discard them or change their
attributes before forwarding them on

Note EMSPROC, LOGPROC, and MSGPROC are generic names that refer to the function of the associated
NCL procedures.  They may have any legal file name.
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The EMSPROC procedure determines which events are passed on to the following
three NonStop NET/MASTER MS components:

The NCL log procedure (referred to as the LOGPROC procedure) that is
configured with the SYSPARMS LOGPROC command for your system.  A
LOGPROC procedure intercepts and processes messages destined for the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS activity log.

The NCL message procedure (referred to as the MSGPROC procedure) associated
with your current OCS window.  If you have a MSGPROC procedure assigned to
your OCS window, it processes all messages directed to your OCS window.

The MSGPROC procedure analyzes the message content and takes appropriate
action.  Functions available to this procedure include the ability to delete
messages, modify the message text, and issue internal commands as a result of a
message.

Each operator may have different MSGPROC procedures to process messages in
different ways or may have different MSGPROC procedures operating in different
OCS windows.

If you have a default MSGPROC procedure specified in the Message Procedure
field of your user ID definition record, it is invoked automatically when you enter
OCS.  You can terminate execution of the current MSGPROC procedure by using
the PROFILE MSGPROC=FLUSH command, and explicitly start up a different
MSGPROC procedure by using a PROFILE MSGPROC command (refer to the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual  for details).  (The different
MSGPROC procedure is only active for the current OCS session:  if you exit from
and return to OCS, the default MSGPROC procedure is again invoked
automatically.)

The NonStop NET/MASTER MS Inter-System Routing (ISR) component for
routing messages to other NonStop NET/MASTER MS or NET/MASTER nodes
(see Section 8, “Communicating With Remote Systems,” for more information on
the ISR component of NonStop NET/MASTER MS).

EMSPROC, LOGPROC, and MSGPROC procedures are discussed in detail in the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS System Management Guide and the NonStop NET/MASTER
NCL Programmer’s Guide.
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Figure 4-2 illustrates how event messages flow between systems and how they are
passed to the various message filtering procedures within your local NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system.

Figure 4-2.  The Event Message Flow
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Depending on the type of terminal you are using, messages may be displayed in
different colors and with different highlighting schemes.  When links are defined with
remote systems (see Section 8, “Communicating With Remote Systems,”) the
appearance of messages from that particular remote system are configured at each
local system.
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Event Message Codes Messages may be identified by one of the message codes defined in Table 4-6:

Table 4-6.  Event Message Codes

Mode Indicator Description

M Identifies the message as being a monitor-class message.  Monitor-class
messages have the monitor-class attribute set.  They are sent to all users who are
authorized to receive such messages in the Monitor Status field of their user ID
definition record and whose current PROFILE MONMSG=YES.   An example of a
monitor-class message is:

16:00:05 M NNM0654 LOCAL USER JENNIFER LOGGED OFF

FROM #6143961

E Identifies the message as having been internally generated by the EMSPROC
NCL procedure.  Such messages are sent to all monitor-class operators.

L Identifies the message as having been internally generated by the LOGPROC
NCL procedure.  Such messages are sent to all monitor-class operators.

Viewing Messages in
the Activity Log

The activity log is a log file where event messages and responses to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS commands are recorded.  It represents a record of activity
occurring throughout the network.

You can view event messages that have scrolled off of your screen or that occurred at
an earlier date or time by browsing the activity log with the Activity Log Browse
function.

From OCS, you can access the Activity Log Browse facility by:

Invoking the NCL procedure ZLOGBRWN.  For example:

START ZLOGBRWN

In OCS, by default, the F7 (PF07) function key is assigned to this function.

Panel skipping to the Activity Log Browse facility by entering the following
sequence in the OCS command input line:

=S.3

This selects option 3 from the System Support Services Primary Menu screen.

Once you are in the activity log, you can press F3 (PF03) to return to your OCS
window or the System Support Services Primary Menu screen.  The activity log and
the Activity Log Browse facility are described in Section 6, “Examining the Activity
Log.”
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Working With Two
OCS Windows

You can work with two OCS windows.   Each window operates independently of the
other.  Input is accepted from the window in which the cursor is located; results of
commands are returned to the same window.

Each window can be customized by using the PROFILE command.  Any modifications
that you make to your OCS operator profile apply only to the current OCS window.  If
you have another OCS window that you want to customize, you must move to the
other window and execute the PROFILE command in that window.

Each OCS window has a primary processing environment associated with it.  The
primary processing environment provides the internal NonStop NET/MASTER MS
services and facilities that are required to execute NonStop NET/MASTER MS
commands (including those that execute NCL procedures) from the window that is
associated with it.  Thus, you can have one or two active primary processing
environments from which to execute NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands and
NCL procedures.

Opening a Second OCS
Window

Issue the SPLIT command, assigned to the F2 (PF02) function key, or the SWAP
command, assigned to the F9 (PF09) function key, to divide your display screen into
two logical OCS windows.

With the SPLIT command, you can:

Split your window vertically, so that you have two windows side by side.

Split your window horizontally, so that you have one window above the other.

With the SWAP command, you can open a second window that occupies the entire
screen.  In this case, you can only see one window at a time, and the window that is
currently in the background is hidden.

If you press the SPLIT function key to split your OCS window, you can include an =2
panel skip specification in the ZPSKIP grid line to open the second window directly
into OCS (otherwise, your second window opens in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Primary Menu screen, and you must access OCS from there).

The SPLIT and SWAP functions are described in more detail in Section 1, “Getting
Started With NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” and in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual.

Moving Between Two OCS
Windows

Issue the SWAP command, assigned to the F9 (PF09) function key, to move from one
OCS window to the other:

If you have two windows open and both windows are visible on the screen, the
SWAP function swaps the sizes of each window.

If you are operating with two windows open where each window occupies the
entire screen, the SWAP function brings the hidden window into the foreground.

If you are operating with a single window open, the SWAP function automatically
opens a second window displaying the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Primary
Menu screen.
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Naming Windows If you are operating with two OCS windows, use the OCSID command to name each
window.  The OCS window identifier displayed at the right of the information line
enables you to easily distinguish between the two windows.

Note If you usually work with two OCS windows open on your terminal, you might want to include NCL code in
your initial OCS procedure that names both windows for you when you enter OCS.  The &SYS.OCS.ID
and &SYS.OCS.IDO system variables supply the current window and other window names, respectively.
See Section 10, “Automating Operations Tasks With NCL Procedures,” for an example of an initial OCS
procedure that does this.
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